
It is often said that today's youth lack loyalty, but many

have seen their parents work their fingers to the bone,

leaving little time to spend with their children or

spouse—sometimes resulting in divorce—only to be cruelly

terminated after years of hard work! As a result, young

people are determined to achieve balance between

work and their personal lives, and have strong ideas

about the supervisor’s role, their career path, etc. One

thing is for certain: this generation’s expectations are

considerably different.

How does Generation Y think ?

Here is an overview of the values that are important to the

three generations currently active on the labour market.

Also bear in mind that the goal is not only to strengthen the relationship between

the manager and employee, but also between the person being acknowledged

and his/her colleagues. Nowadays, recognition is often informal and frequent.

Are performance appraisals a waste of time? Well, according to a study by the

Psychological Associates, 70% of employees say they leave the appraisal meeting

no more enlightened than before. Since neither the employees nor the managers

see any benefit to holding an annual performance appraisal, I suggest that you

replace this practice with a formal quarterly follow-up meeting. Lasting about

an hour (4 hours per year), the key to these meetings is to focus on future

rather than past performance.
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What should the employee work on ?

How will he/she do so (resources needed) ?

How will the results be measured ?

How to Attract,
Motivate and Retain 

EMPLOYEES ... this generation’s expectations
are considerably different.

It is difficult to put a label on 

a group of people because the 

differences are more individual

than generational. On the other

hand, it is clear that generation Y

(young people aged 20 to 35) do

not have the same expectations

as previous generations.

More specifically, you can identify your key players by using a grid, placing the

employees in one of four quadrants based on their attitude and skills. The

goal is to ascertain the essence of your high-performance employees by 

asking the following questions: What attracted you to this company ? How

would you like us to communicate internally? What type of people do you

like working with ? What is one thing you feel you do better than most 

people ? What make you proud of yourself at the end of the day ? What keeps

you within our organisation ?

GENERATION

Traditional culture Generation Y

Commitment To the institution To people

Access to information Hierarchical Lateral and unlimited

Role played by work in life Central Means of supporting personal life

Work/life balance Separate Merged

Manager’s role Leader Mentor

Supervision Close guidance Self-reliance

Environment Stability Change

Power and authority Acknowledgement of status Acknowledgement of competencies

Recognition Material Existential

Communication Structured and directed Natural and instantaneous

What empowers Generation Y ?

Beyond these different expectations, Generation Y has needs

similar to the employees of previous generations: self-reliance,

balance between work and personal life, recognition, challenges

and fun at work.

As for recognition, remember not to treat people as you would

necessarily like to be treated. After all, everyone is unique. Some

employees prefer to be congratulated in private rather than in

public, others prefer a written note over a verbal comment.



Recruitment: Selling the Experience

Remember, it is the applicants who are shopping for a job experience,

not you who is doing the choosing. You must therefore make every effort

to recreate your company’s work atmosphere during the interview. 

Concretely, this could mean less conventional interviews. Have an 

employee take part in the selection process, have the entire team 

personally greet the candidate or welcome him/her as they would for

their best customer.

Often overlooked, the employee’s integration must be planned in

order not to diminish the good will created during the interview process.

An e-mail can be sent out to inform everyone of the new employee’s

arrival, a greeting card can be signed by the entire team, the welcome or 

mentoring can be entrusted to an experienced or retired employee

and/or a “Who Does What” booklet can be produced, featuring pictures

of the team members with a few pieces of personal information.

Next, it is important to maintain relations by means of brief, informal

meetings or a follow-up meeting 3 months after the employee was hired

to make any necessary adjustments. You can use the following questions

as a jumping-off point: Did we keep our promises ? What do we do best

here ? What worked well elsewhere? Did we do anything that would

make you consider quitting ?

In conclusion, according to the Generation Y employees I met during my

business interventions, a good boss is: present, people-oriented, attentive

to needs, unifying, consistent, encouraging and respectful. An ideal boss

knows how to: BE in relationship rather than DO the boss or HAVE

the authority.
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Les patrons sont-ils tous des menteurs?

Dans un style pragmatique et avec humour, Stéphane

propose des pratiques génératrices d’engagement

concrètes pour répondre aux nouvelles attentes des 

travailleurs et redonner un sens au travail. Aussi 

offert en livre-audio (3 CD).

Génération Y

Profitez de l’expérience de gestionnaires d’entreprises

récipiendaires de prix d’excellence en gestion des

ressources humaines et voyez ce qu’ils font pour 

se démarquer et attiser l’envie dévorante de se 

dépasser chez leurs employés de la génération Y.

...70% of employees say
they leave the appraisal
meeting no more
enlightened than before.

Conversations déterminantes

7 seasoned experts share their successful 

practices in human capital management to 

generate empowerment. Negotiation, leadership,

succession, organizational culture, social media,

strategic planning, mobilization and other hot

topics are discussed.

Le générateur d’engagement

52 inspirational quotes, 52 concrete ways to

motivate your employees and 52 daily forms

of recognition. Convenient format similar to a

tent-like calendar with spiral binding that 

settles easily on the desktop.


